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BluSync™

Secure Enterprise File Sync
and Share (EFSS) solution

Explore Simple and Unified File Sync
and Sharing for your Business
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Businesses today in the digital age have new challenges around employee file
sharing and collaboration. Remote work hasn’t slowed down the fast-paced
work culture that modern business demands – and the need for collaboration
is seemingly limitless. While new technologies have made it easy, remote
collaboration still poses significant security risks to companies who may lack
visibility and control over how employees store, access, and share files inside or
outside the organization. Apart from the security concerns, regulations like
GDPR or HIPAA require businesses to handle confidential data in a secure,
compliant way.
Parablu's BluSync is an end-to-end and zero-knowledge encrypted, unified
Enterprise File Sync & Share (EFSS) platform designed to improve employee
productivity and streamline operations like file sharing and collaboration. The
platform is highly secure and makes it simple to store, sync, and share business
files, empowering your employees to access files from anywhere, anytime,
while collaborating internally and externally. Powered by Parablu’s
zero-knowledge, end-to-end encryption technology, BluSync ensures security
and privacy for enterprise data while the IT team retains control and manages
how employees can access or share files.
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Different ways enterprises use BluSync™
Secure Enterprise File Sharing

BluSync for Secure Enterprise File Sharing is
arguably the best way to share files

securely inside or outside the organization.

Leverage BluSync’s secure, self-destructing
URLs with complex password protection,
multi-factor authentication, automatic
malware scanning, and IRM controls.

BluSync is much more secure than email or
public cloud file transfer services, and
vastly more convenient than clunky
on-premise SecureFTP servers.

Secure Collaboration
Collaborate using BluSync’s

Mini-Clouds - insulated, shared folder

u BaaS

spaces that groups of users can access
simultaneously. Enjoy highly secure

collaboration among internal users or
even between internal and external

nd reliable
ed backup

end-users. You can also leverage the

BluSyc endpoint agent for automatic file
synchronization.

Secure File Services

Replace legacy on-premise file servers

by migrating their data to the cloud. Set
up your users with cloud-based file

synchronization and sharing services.
Users can access their data securely,

from anywhere, while also being able to
collaborate internally and externally.
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Parablu BluSync unified EFSS solution

For an easy and secure way to collaborate and work on
business files and content regardless of work location.
Organizations retain complete control over data, and get
higher visibility into the way content collaboration and file
sharing are accomplished.

Transfer files securely

Your users can stop relying on email
attachments for file sharing which can
be limiting both from the standpoint of
file sizes as well as security. And you
don’t have to settle for public cloud file
transfer services where you don’t control
the encryption, data flow, or have access
to audit logs. Enable advanced features
such as complex passwords, and
multi-factor authentication rules to
restrict and control the recipient
experience.

Web-based portal

A centralized, simple, no-fuss,
web-based portal for easy monitoring,
tracking, and management of all shared
files and folders.

Policy-based management

Control everything your users can do via
simple policies. Specify file types that
can be shared, set file size limits, user
quota limits, enforce highly secure
sharing and identify safe vs unsafe email
domains.

Replace on-premise file servers

Migrate all your data to the cloud,
replacing traditional on-premises primary
file servers. With BluSync – Secure File
Services, you can fearlessly tackle the
high-cost of on-premises file storage
technologies that have accumulated into
huge data silos over time, and replace
them with consolidated, simple, lower-cost
cloud-based file services.

Secure sharing

Share documents via secure URLs which
can be configured to self-destruct after a
period of time. Protect them using
passwords and enforce complex
passwords and multi-factor
authentication as you see fit. Set IRM
controls to disallow recipients from
downloading, printing, or saving file
contents. You can also optionally enable
automatic anti-malware scanning.

Replace Secure FTP

Clumsy on-premise SecureFTP servers with a separate user namespace
can now be a thing of the past. BluSync integrates seamlessly with your
business’ Active Directory or Azure Active Directory namespace. Use AD or
AAD for user authentication, single sign-on, and for user provisioning /
de-provisioning.
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Share files securely.
Easy collaboration.
Stay in control of your data.
BluSync helps your users store, sync, and share files securely.
Whether you need to enhance employee productivity, facilitate
team collaboration, or restrict unapproved online sharing,
BluSync is your best bet.

Collaborate using shared
folders – Mini-Clouds

Mini-Clouds are insulated folders to
which only selected users have access.
You can create mini-clouds for different
teams within your business, or for groups
of users who need to share specific
content both within and outside the
organization.

Delegate administrative access
Create multiple mini-clouds and
delegate administration by assigning
each to a business owner who is
empowered to add/remove users and
administer the mini-cloud from that

Version control

Built-in version control so employees can
track document changes across multiple
data sources and devices.

Full-text search

BluSync offers full-text indexing
capabilities for searching files and folders
not only by name but also via phrases
and keywords in file contents.

Elastic Scalability

BluSync can scale as your organization
grows. Start with what you need now and
let the solution scale with you as your
business grows.
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End-to-End Encryption

Your data is encrypted all the time – both in transit and at rest. All data in transit
always travels over secure channels and is encrypted at rest using industrial strength
AES-256 encryption. And you control the encryption keys – not Parablu, not the
cloud-vendor – only your organization. You can even use cloud storage services to
act as your data sharing repository – knowing full well that your data is encrypted
using keys you control, that are secure, and private.

Zero-Knowledge Privacy

Parablu’s BluSync is built on the tenet of Zero-Knowledge Privacy which is designed to
ensure that your data can be accessed by you and no one else – not the cloud
vendor, not Parablu, not a regulatory authority, or a foreign government. Only you.

Serious Security

We take security very seriously. BluSync is designed to work on the principle of Zero
Trust. It integrates with Identity Management solutions like Active Directory, Azure
Active Directory and Okta. You can easily enable our multi-factor authentication,
brute force password protection and anti-malware scanning as required.

Zero Storage Cost

Parablu’s patented integration with individual user storage allocations like OneDrive
for Business and Google Drive means that you do not have to incur additional
expense on storage costs. This could mean savings of as much as 70% on Total Cost
of Ownership (TCO) when using BluSync as compared with any other solution.

Overcome Cloud Storage Restrictions

BluSync overcomes, among other things, limitations that accompany many cloud
storage services – like special character limits for filenames, file sizes, and path
lengths.

BluKrypt™ Assurance

Parablu BluSync is powered by BluKrypt™, our proprietary, privacy enhancement
technology that creates a secure storage container in which all data is stored safely –
shredded, encrypted, and versioned, while still being shareable and searchable.

Powered by Parablu’s zero-knowledge,
end-to-end encryption technology, BluSync
ensures security and privacy for enterprise data
while the IT team retains control and manages
how employees can access or share files.
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ABOUT PARABLU
Parablu, an award-winning provider of secure data management
solutions, engineers new-age cloud data protection solutions for the
digital enterprise. Our Privacy Gateway powered solutions protect
enterprise data completely and provide total visibility into all data
movement. Our suite of products include - BluKrypt - a Privacy
Gateway that completely secures critical data on the cloud, BluVault a powerful and secure data backup solution designed for the cloud,
BluSync - a secure managed file transfer, collaboration and file
servicing solution. These solutions easily integrate with your existing
infrastructure making it a seamless solution for your enterprise data
protection and management needs.
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